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Abstract

This document is a recommendation of the Strategic Advisory Board of
the European Quantum Flagship and the European Commission to monitor
and evaluate the progress of quantum technologies in Europe. It thereby
does not merely focus on the Quantum Flagship itself but takes all initiatives and measures into account.
The document is divided into the following topical and technological pillars: Ecosystem, Quantum Communication, Quantum Computing, Quantum Simulation, Quantum Sensing and Metrology, and Education.
Within those pillars, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are formulated to
have a perspective towards 2030 and reflect overall research and innovation goals as set forth in the Strategic Research Agenda*. It assumes that
there is consistent and continued support for fundamental research and
basic science which forms the foundation of all further innovations, in
order to ensure that we continue to maintain open approaches and excellence in scientific expertise which lead to creating the best conditions for
future breakthroughs.
The KPIs were compiled with the best present knowledge of what could be
achieved by the quantum community, combining reasonable and attainable results with a healthy dose of ambition. However, the global impact of
COVID-19 on innovation of quantum technologies and other potential future impediments to progress, necessitate that this paper remains a living
document, which must undergo periodic review and adjustment.
The full set of KPIs will be used as a tool to benchmark Europe’s overall
progress, therefore deviations for single KPIs may occur, naturally.
This document is a result of collaboration between the academic, public, and private sector representatives from the Strategic Advisory Board
(SAB), the Science and Engineering Board (SEB), the Quantum Community
Network (QCN), the European Quantum Industry Consortium (QuIC), and
the QFlag coordination office. Multiple rounds of feedback from those bodies were collected and included in the final document.

*

https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=65402
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KPIs
Ecosystem

1. Investment
Total amount of EC investment in the form of venture capital (EU quantum
start-ups), corporate seed-funding (EU incubators & accelerators), and EU
public investment (EU public-private ventures).

2. Lab-to-market
Number of quantum start-ups, spinoffs, incubators, accelerators, as well as
public private joint ventures in Europe (given for all pillars, including established EU companies that enter the field).

3. "Lab-to-fab" infrastructure and value chains
Number of EU research institutions offering open application labs, testbeds, production cleanrooms, with testing, prototyping and calibration
service facilities accessible to European SMEs, covering TRL 2-6.

4. Job creation
Number of jobs in quantum technologies.

5. Patent creation and IP retention
Quantum-related European patents granted versus distribution of granted
patents globally.

6. Supply chain and strategic autonomy
Number of components (supply chain) of quantum technologies which
were formerly imported to EU and are now produced in EU that are of strategic importance and needed for self-sufficiency.
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KPIs
Quantum Communication

1. Performance
Number of complementary subsystems, advancing the state of the art,
necessary for Quantum Communications networks or to build a quantum
internet.

2. European technical leadership
Entanglement distance in a quantum network based on entanglement distribution and quantum processing, linking processing nodes in two metropolitan networks (average of 20 km) via a quantum repeater backbone
(>500 km).

3. Deployment
Number of connected European metropolitan areas (and QKD nodes) integrated with a commercial telecom infrastructure, including both terrestrial
and satellite QKD links with a secure key rate of at least 100 bit/s.

4. Adoption
Number of Quantum Communication services that enable commercial
adoption for the public as well as private sector.
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KPIs
Quantum Computing

1. Performance
The number of unique European quantum computing hardware stack
systems/services demonstrating quantum advantage (i.e., outperforming
a non-quantum hardware system/service in the solution of the same problem) by an ad-hoc benchmark created for proof.

2. European technical leadership
Largest quantum computing capacity based on a European (or alternatively
a widely adopted global) quantum volume benchmark.

3. European impact leadership
Quantum algorithms and use cases created with clear impact orientation
in basic science, applied science, industries, and the public sector (aligned
with the UN and EU 2030 goals).

4. Accessibility
Number of entities providing public or private access from fully European
quantum computing facilities (also based on fully European computing
stack) to institutions, academia, research centers and companies.
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KPIs
Quantum Simulation

1. Performance
Number of unique EU quantum simulators (services) outperforming the
best-known algorithm running on the best classical computer on at least
one relevant real-life computational problem.

2. Market readiness
New unique industrial or societal real-life applications (products & services)
introduced by EU companies, based on any quantum simulation

3. European technical leadership
The number of qubits or simulated particles of Europe's most advanced
non-gate-based quantum simulator.
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KPIs
Quantum Sensing
and Metrology

1. Market readiness
Number of different (publicly known) product classes or service classes (or
use cases) based on quantum sensors developed, implemented and sold
by European companies or deployed in the EU.

2. Next-generation technologies
Number of demonstrated sensing technologies exploiting advanced quantum effects (entanglement, collective coherence etc.)
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KPIs
Education

1. Outreach
Establish a successful communication and outreach program to raise
awareness of quantum technologies: Number of outreach and training
events promoted on the Quantum Flagship website (following the continually updated criteria laid out by the running Flagship Coordination and
Support Action (CSA)).

2. Education
Developing an open-source ecosystem of validated and scalable QT education and training modules: Number of open source, curated (didactically
validated) QT education modules accessible via the Quantum Flagship
repository.

3. Adoption
Pan-European institutional adoption of the competence framework for
planning, conducting and evaluating QT educational and training efforts:
Number of entities (companies, universities and training institutions such
as corporate training and vocational) actively using the competence
framework in their workforce development and curriculum development
efforts.

4. Diversity and equity
Fostering structural integration of equity and diversity initiatives into QT
education and training: Number of entities (companies and educational
institutions) contributing to the coordinated Quantum Flagship efforts following the guidelines developed in the Coordination and Support Actions
(CSAs) (reported into the European Quantum Education Center (EQEC)).
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